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smothermg of home markets by American

goods. Witness Italy, where 2,500,000
workers sit idle, while the Italian Govern-

ment statistical institute informs us that

nearly half of the families are living on a

standard below the necessary minimum.

Witness France, where purchasing power of

the people has dropped more than 20% in

the past year and devaluation of the franc

further out into their livelihood. Witness

Britain, where the people suffer because the

critically afiected foreign export trade is

diverted to the west, which does not want it,

instead of being allowed to exchange goods
and services with the vast expanse from

Czechoslovakia to China.

Finally, this gracious “aid" will mean

for Indonesia continued harassment by
nature. Witness China‘s case once again.
where the important bulk of the funds and

energies were used to fight the people instead

of preventing natural disasters. That is why
until this time, floods have ruined millions

of acres of land and millions of tons of food

and the number of famine-suffers runs into

the tens of millions.

The record is clear. Marshall Plans will

help neither Indonesia nor any other country.

They are not instigated for that purpose.

There is another intent.

It has become clear once again that

America’s capitalistic system is a humpty-

dumpty which has fallen off the wall of his-

tory. It is cracked. and severely so. There-

fore, the monopolists on Wall Street try to

put it together again. They use the very

expensive Marshall Plan, while the American

people, and all peoples upon whom it is

imposed, are made to pay for it. But even

this astronomical expenditure is not enough
to mend the broken egg. The situation gets

urgent, and after degenerates to the frantic

stage. Measures of fear are then applied.
These measures are the preparations for

war, as expressed in terms of the Atlantic

Pact, the promised Southeast Asia Alliance

and similar malicious attempts. These are

straitdackets of another sort for those who

participate. It is in addition to the Marshall

Plan and entails further obligations, this time

the entirely non-productive, non—creative

spending of money on arms and munitions,

according to American standards, from

American factories, at American prices, paid
for in American dollars. Not one of the

contracting parties, including the United

States, can afi'ord such waste. But economic

and political pressure of every variety is

exerted by the American Government and its

Wall Street jockeys until their objectives are

reached: super-profits at home, control of the

markets abroad. The national sovereignty of

others means nothing to them. They trod

upon the people’s livelihoods with arrogance.

It is a truism: those who keep freedom

from others, they themselves are not free.

It follows: those who cause impoverishment,
they themselves will soon be reduced to that

state. It is precisely to this positllon that the

American people are being steadily pushed.

Unemployment in the United States is

reaching into figures like six million, with ten

million workers only partially employed
This occurs when the cost of living rises to

180 (with year 1939 as 100) and real wages

actually drop below the 1939 level. Ac-

cording to the Chief of Reports and

Analysis of the United States Bureau of

Employment Security, there is no relief in

sight for this situation. In fact, according
to this official organization‘s calculation,
there are 600,000 more people looking for

jobs every year. The casual remark at the

end of this report was, that if this condition

continues, it will mean something is wrong

with the economy.

We can say now that something is

wrong, for the people of the United States.

But for the few financial groupings operating
out of the darkness of Wall Street, things
are quite right. Their profits are bursting
out all over. In 1947 they hit the record 0f

17 billion dollars. Through further exploita-
tion of the world, in 1948 they gathered unto

themselves the gigantic sum of 21 billions.

It is plain for all to see. Into these gIGEdY
hands falls the Marshall Plan money. The

funds required for the execution of the

Atlantic Pact also find their way here. And

lo and woe to anything or anyone who tries

to stop this game of gamble and garner.

The bigger the profits get, the more the

people in the United States are suppressed.
Civil rights are beaten down and discarded.
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The police actively show they are more tools

of the vested interests. They protect only

the hand that feeds them sop, rather than

the people, as was demonstrated in the Peek—

skill incident. Educational standards are

constantly attacked through the intimidation

and firing of teachers and professors who

object to the fascisation that is taking place.

Science is closeted and put under lock and

key, the latter in the hands of the financial

wizards who control everything else. They

do not even allow their imperialist partners

to take a peek, as we have seen from the

recent breakdown of atomic energy confer-

ences held in Canada between the United

States and Great Britain.

This brought out into the open but one

of the contradictions which exists between

imperialist countries. The American Govern:

ment attempted to put all research and

development of the important source of

atomic energy into their own hands and ex-

clude Britain and Canada from this field.

They failed in this case, just as they met with

a rebuff in the bargaining concerning the

delivery of arms for the Atlantic Pact re-

quirements. Historical analysis proves that

such contradictions will ever be present and

will become increasingly important. How-

ever, the American Government will treat its

satellites as it treats its own people in due

time. For how long can Britain, for exam-

ple, keep up her resistance when she is so de—

pendent upon United States funds to keep

herself from the brink of bankruptcy? The

answer is if Britain continues her present

anti-Soviet policies, she cannot last very

much longer, and sooner or later, the United

States will have its Way completely.

That is the picture the imperialist group

presents.
Now, let us examine the policies and

practices of the Soviet Union as they appear

on the world scene.

To date, this socialist land has made

trade arrangements with the following

People’s Democracies : Czechoslovakia,

Rumania, Bulgaria, Albania, Hungary, Po-

land, Mongolia and China. All of these

agreements were made with one, and only

one, purpose in mind—to sincerely aid in

the development of these countries. There

was no pretense, no bait, no “education".

There was only one question asked: “What

do you need?" Here are a few practical ex~

amples of how‘ this worked out.

China, in its liberation, was faced with

tremendous problems concerning rail trans»

portation. The reactionary Kuomintang

armies had destroyed bridges by the

hundreds. The equally reactionary adminis-

trations had allowed equipment to be wasted

and ill-used, and the roadbeds were in urgent

need of maintenance. This had to be

remedied immediately, since so much depend<

ed on moving supplies from the countryside

to the newly captured cities, and in moving

the People’s Liberation Army to positions for

the final strike against the Americanvsup-

ported Chiang Kai-shek.

Among the very first arrivals in China

from the Soviet Union were railway

technicians. They worked at the complicated

questions and rendered support that put the

restoration of our rail system months ahead

of schedule. They came Without benefit of

fanfare. They did their job and not one

single thing was asked in return.

Likewise, this past summer, the North—

eastern provinces of China suffered an

epidemic of the plague. We did not have

enough doctors and technicians to stem this

dangerous disease, so we called on our great

neighbor. The medical teams we required

were soon on the scene. They came, they

gave their help and when they were finished,

they went home. There were not even

thoughts of repayment or concessions to be

sought. They did not ask the right to do

anything, except to serve the Chinese people.

Bulgaria ofl'ers another example. This

country chronically suffers from drought.

Inspired by the Stalin plan for remaking

nature through forestration and forming

bodies of water, Bulgarian organs made a

plan of their own. To implement this plan,

the Soviet Union has given technical assist-

ance, machinery, equipment for power

stations, transmission lines to carry the

power, made locks for irrigation dams and

provided other essential materials, just to

assure success in this vital project.

This spirit of cooperation is now the

working principle among all the People’s









Peking railway workers cclehrntine first May Day after

liberation, The Chinese characters 0“ the front of the engine
rend: “The wol'kels are libnl'medr"

Kuomintang railway officials had thrown this locomotive on

the scraprheap. Liberated workers put it back into running
0|‘llk‘l'. There they are dancing- thn Yallgku beside the train.

%

The Chinese workers' long and bitter slr e

{or liberation hus culminated in victory. Nun!
are masters of a new state and n new St“.

slowly hut stcadily their livelihood and wcllja
being improved.

v

They hare acquired the rifle

organise their own trade unions and to airline

in factory administration.

Having attained their new status, the the

workers are cheerfully and confidently tacklinrir
new task—to restore and step up productiodn
state~owned and private factories alike. inhom—

thusiasin has climbed In a peak never reached he.

Here are pictures of workers in some ole

factories in and around Peking.

1

The trade unions have m-ganized all kirn educational, cultural and recreational
activities for the workers in every factory
arc watchlllg a dance performance in the

Workers of tho 70th Arsenal meet F‘ab‘ish the“ “w“ "'“de ““im“

8 some workers of the 70th Arsenal
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Is the
A Vegetable Oil refinery woikex inspec

machine, wrecked by the fleeing Kuomrntnne
army, which he has repaired in his spare tune.

T Repairing the blast furnace of the Shihchingshali Steel Plant.

Above:

workers after long

years of suppre ion

now engage in spirited

political discussion.

Right: The days of

semi»starvatlnn a T 2

over, Sacks of grain

are issued on pay day
~

as pan nf wages.

Liberated
’
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the workers have, on the whole, been obliterated.

The position of the workers has been greatly elevated

and their living conditions have been generally

impmved.

However, the demands of the workers were

sometimes (00 high, which had a detrimental effect

upon production. Therefore, right from the begin-

ning, We have explained to the workers in private

enterprises the importance of the policy of restoring

production and of assuring benefits for both labour

and capital. We have strongly emphasized that any

“leftist” deviation from this policy would harm the

long—range interests of the working class.

Our policy of assuring benefits for both labour

and capital is fundamentally different from the policy
of cooperation between labour and capital which is

udvocuted by the social reformiste of Western

Europe. Such labour—capital cooperation, as pro—

posed by the Social Democratic parties, is to be

ndopted in countries still controlled by bourgeois
governments; it is o reformist policy designed to

deceive the workers and maintain the bourgeois rule.

Our present policy of assuring benefits for both

labour and capital is adopted under a New Demuv

cratic government for the purpose of rehabilitating
and expanding production, thereby consolidating the

government which is led by the working class. The

principal means for carrying out this policy is the

collective contract signed by labour and capital in

the various trades. Such contracts contnm provi-
sions regulating working conditions, and specifying
the rights and obligations of both [about and capital.
These contracts are signed by the two parties on an

equal footing, which completely changes the former

relationships between labour and capital

When disputes still remain after signing such
collective contract the two parties first try to reach

Agreement through negotiation I! this fails, the

issue is placed betore the Labour Bureau of the poo»

ple's government, which solves the dispute through
mediation or arbitration.

1n the come of drawing up collective contracts
between labour and capitol, the trade unions have

rapidly strengthened their organizations in private
enterprise.

(C) The Emitim Wage System

Under the New Democratic government, the

wage system in shite enterprises is based upon the

principle of "payment according to work done” and
”the more work, the more pay." We oppose equalii
tuiimism in wage payments, and we have adopted
various methods for encumziug technical progress
uni labour initihtive. At the some time, we guar-
ntee A minimum living standard for the workers
Ind we coordinllte the improvement of worken’

2m
eundlrds with the development of produc—

on.
,

At the Sixth Labour Congress. it Wu dccidci‘
chm: the minimum wage of an orifimy worker
should be flufieient for the Inninteuxnae of two 1161‘-
m including the worker. Waite- m to be ell-

culated in tcrms of commodl lee, thus ensuring that

the real income of the Workers will not be Iflected

by price fluctuations. The principle of equal pay

for equal work applies tor all workers, including
women and juveniles.

(1]) Labour Insurance and Welfare errk

Under the oppression of imperialism, feudalism

and bureaucratic capitalism, the Chinese workers’

lives were completely unprotected. China has never

had a national labour insurance program of any
kind. In cases of disability, injury, illness or

death, the workers never received any relief from

the state whatsoever. Now, following the establish.

ment of the people’s government, the enactment of

suitable labour laws for the protection of workers

has become an exceedingly urgent matter.

The Sixth Labour Congress laid down the

general principle of creating a national labour

insurance system. In accordance with this principle,
the Administrative Committee of Northeast Ulmm

issued its “Wartime Labour Insurance Regulations"
in December, 1548.

This measure specified that all public enterprises
are to pay each month into a labour insurance mind

the equivalent of three per cent or their total pay-

roll. however, the workers’ medical expenses and

their wages during periods 01' recuperation from

injuries or illnesses are to be paid by the enterprise
concerned and not from the insuruuce lurid.

Statistics up to July this your show that over

1,oou,uou workers and their relatives have benefited

from the labour insurance program adopted in

Northeast China. This region, for instance, has

already set up .133 workers nosplmla Ind Sanitcb

iunis. stalled by 2,316 ooclors and nurses.

Other regions of China are now drawing up

plans modeled along similar lines.

(E) Political, Cultural and Educational Work

Since the Cultural standard of the baud masses

or the purpose people is in general very low, more.

than do per cent at the workers are illiterate. They
have also been suoyecwd for a long period to the

deceitrul propaganda or imperialism and the lino-

nnntang renetionaries. Therefore, an important task

or our trade unions is the political, cultural and

technical education of the working masses, which

must be closely linked up With the prouucuon com-

um

immediately following the liberation of every

city, we have launched a widespread education drive

among the workers to sharpen their class conscious—

ness and to Inmillarlze them With our policies. we

used the method of conducting urge classes and of

organizing shortrterm courses.

The people’s gnvemm-t has stipulated that
every enterprise and factory must set aside a monthly
sum equal to 1.5 per cent of the total payroll. This
sum is to go into a cultural and educational fund
handled by tho undo union. It shall be used to

V”-
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ville the workers with various facilities for receiving

education in their spare time.

The government and tho trade unions have also

established various workers’ schools and technical

training courses. By July, 1949, in Northeast China

alone there were 993 such schools and training cen»

ters With an enrollment of 325,957 workers, In

addition, there are workers‘ political colleges and

workers‘ cadre schools for advanced education. The

government has also set up technical schools, with

subsidies for working—class students, in various im-

portant industries such as railways, mines, postal
and telegraph communications, electric power,

textiles, etc.

Furthermore, spare—timo study facilities for

Workers are universally ofiererl in the form of broad.

casts, night schools, lectures, study groups, libraries,

literacy classes, blackboard newspapers, etc. The

organized cultural and recreational activities pro-

vided for the workers are also designed to further

the mass education movement.

In short, the liberated Chinese workers are now

enjoying the cultural life that was so completely
denied them by the former ruling class.

(III) The Chinese Labour Movement

and the World Labour Movement

Chinese workers not only have always fought

for their national independence and for democracy

in China, but have always upheld the principle of

solidarity and unity with the workers of the whole

world. They took part in the founding of the World

Federation of Trade Unions. They have supported

all its decisions as well as what it represents. They

firmly oppose the strikehroakcrs who hope to under-

mine the world labour movement.

Chinese workers unite with the people of the

whole country ill supporting the sacred struggle to

Village, Chuan kou District, chan.

“Our beloved Chairman Mao:

your guidance, a new village."y»u»»uw¢»»»wwu»mwumuuwuoeuuwufifi
Thanksgiving

"All those are for Chairman Mao Tse-tung," said Labour nei-o Yong runs“,

as he pieced 19 pounds of honey and 4 pounds of water melon seeds with an

accompanying letter before a government official in Yenan.

The letter he brought along was signed by the entire populace of the 6th

This is how it reads:

“Thanks to your leadership, we are now all happy and well—provided During

1945, we have reclaimed over" 3,000 mm of waste land, and more than 70% of the
labour power in our village has been organised to work on a cooperative basis, which

means that the benefit goes to all of us. our grain output has reached a total of more

than half a million tons or about 90% of pro—war level.

before you that we will work still harder to step up production, and to build, under

n»“ecoouoowwmunuunflmnuuwnnwN04“hona“unuuwuuwuuuunuuuuuv¢§<unuu

defend world peace and people‘s democracy,

a struggle led by the Soviet Union. They resolutely

oppose the policy of aggression pursued by American

imperialism. They oppose racial discrimination, and

the oppression of one nation by another. They op-

pose the intrigues of the remnant fascist element

who hire plotting a new war.

The Chinese working class cherishes s boundless

class sympathy towards and concern for their fellow

workers in Asia and Australasia who are still under

the brutal yoke of imperialism. They are ready to

extend all possible fraternal assistance to them. The

Chinesc working class, under the guidance of the

Chinese Communist Party, will always remain loyal

to the principles of intcmstionalism, and will fulfill

all its obligations and duties under these principles.

(IV) Future Tasks of the Chinese

Labour Movement

After winning victory in the people’s revolu.

tion, the Chinese working class has become the lead.

ing class in the country, and its responsibilities have

naturally become heavier than before. If the work-

ing class is to play the central and leading role in

political, economic and cultural reconstruction, it

must first of all organize itself, raise its own class

consciousness, and become the most politically alert,

most highly organized and most disciplined force in

China’s new society. It must turn the trade unions

into schools of New Democracy in which the workers

may learn how to administer the State and how to

manage their factories, This is a prerequisite for

building an independent, democratic, unified, peace.

ful, prosperous and strong new China.

Toward this end, the Chinese labour movement

must base its future work upon the following central

We hereby solemnly pledge
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tasks 2

(1) It must organize and give leadership to the

workers in rehabilitating the country and developing
production. This is of primary importance to the

interests of the working class. It is also the most

fundamental task of the Chinese trade unions.

Ill public enterprises, (tilde unions must do their

utmost to enhance the sense of responsibility among
the working masses who are new masters of these

enterprises. They must encourage the workers to

raise the productivity of their labour, to improve
the quality of their products, and to reduce the costs
of production so that the state may accumulate more

capital with which to expand production,

In private enterprises, trade unions must cor-

i-cctly enforce the policy of ensuring benefits to both
labour and capital, The development of production
will increase the national wealth and speed up the

industrialization of the country, thus creating the
material conditions for transforming present-(lay
China into a socialist state.

(2) Trade unions must become the pillar of the

pacple’s democratic government They must organize
and educate the masses to support the govenimsnt,
They must set an example in abiding by the law,
and they must help reform those who do not iaith.

fully carry out the laws of the state. They must
stand on guard against sabotage and other disturb-
ances caused by kuomintang agentsi

At the some time, they should gradually select
and send their best cadres among the workers to

take part in the work of the government at various
administrative lcvcls, thus consolidating the leader-

ship of the working class in the government and

gradually overcoming bureaucratic tendencies in

government bodies.

(at Trade unions must protect the interests of the
working class and help the workers improve their
livelihood. They must first draw up labour protec—
tion laws, such as a labour insurance law and a

factory law, and then submit them to the Central
People's Government for enactment. In cooperation
with the government’s financial and economic

agencies, they should ionnulate a nationwide unified

wags system based on ”payment according to work
done," thus safeguarding the workers' minimum

living standards and stimulating production

At the same time, in public enterprises the trade

unions must oppose bureaucratic misinterpretation
of the state laws, while in private enterprises, they
must oppose excessive exploitation of the workers

by the capitalists in violation of the law. They
must also initiate all possible kinds oi medical and

welfare work in order to help the workers solve

their dimcultiss and better their living conditions.

(4) Trade unions must intensify their educational

work along political, cultural and technical lines.

They must draft concrete measures for providing
the workers with the necessary facilities and op

portunities for study, requesting the people's gov.

¥
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ernment for assistance in carrying out these 3'
measures. At the same time, they must strengthen ’-
education on internutionalism among workers. They ,

must help the workers learn about the experience.
of workers in the Soviet Union and about the ra.

solutions and directives of the World Federation at
.7

Trade Unions. In this way, the Chinese working
class will be a staunch fighter in the international

democratic camp.

(5) In order to carry out the above—mentioned

tasks, the Chinese trade unions must first ot nu

organize, expand and consolidate their own organiza—
tiolls, This means that they must overcome all

toms of “closed-door" policies. They must spare

no effort in enlarging trade union membership so

that they will become truly mass organizations, em—

bracing all employed workers in the country.
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wwnilmfiilfl‘flAt present, in conformity with the need for
g

unified nationwide planning in the sphere of political
and economic reconstruction, the All-Chills Federal-

tion of Labour must center its work around the 5

establishment of national industrial unions. It must

simultaneously strengthen its leadership over the

regional trade unions, especially those in large cities, H

because only through such regional organizations 0 4
can the practical daily work among the l'ank-and-file

__

in the factories and other enterprises be elfectively
ax;handleds

’

China Tackles fler Financial Problems

—— Yang P'ei—hsin

nil“
Miami
5

Chinese Agriculture in Speedy
Rehabilitation

— Tien Huo-nung

Moreover, in order to put our trade union

acti es on a sound basis, we must resolutely cor.

rest the system of discharging one's duty by
merely making appointments and issuing orders

from above. instead, we must carry out elec-

tions for all trade union positions, and draw all

trade union members into the work of their

organization on the basis of voluntary and class

conscious participation Thus, the broad masses of

our membership will acquire the realization that

trade unions are rcslly their own organizations. Only
in this manner can trade unions gain grcot prestige
among the working masses and fulfill their colossal
task of organizing and loading the vast working
masses to participate actively in state, economic and
cultural construction

New Peking, the People’s Capital
— Fei Hsiao-tung

There are still many difficulties lying across the

path of the Chinese workcrs' advance. This is be—
cause China’s revolutionary war has not yet been
completed; because all types of reconstruction Work
are still in the initial stages; and because imperial.
ism and the remaining reactionsries within our coun.

try are still putting up s iinsl struggle. trying to
hamper the liberation of the Chinese people by
means of blockade and destruction

Editorial:

[1. S. Imperialism Never Learn

Nevertheless, we are iimnly convinced that the
Chinese working class, under the leadership of the
Chinese Communist Party and of Chairman Mao
Tsc.tung, will, with the most resolute, heroic and
militant spirit, unite the people of the whole coun.
try in order to surmount these diificulties and ad.
Vance steadily toward the 20111 of Socialism.

February 1‘, 1950


